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The present invention relates generally to apparatus 
for forming webs of fibrous materials and more partic 
ularly to a feed control means for such apparatus adapted 
to automatically maintain a uniform Web density. 

Fibrous materials in the rough uncarded State gen 
erally consist of haphazard entanglements having widely 
varying densities. Although the use of beaters, combs 
and spike aprons in various arrangements is customary 
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prior to delivery of the fibrous material to a carding. 
machine, nevertheless the density of the batt presented 
to the feed rolls is not uniform and affects the density 
of the finished web. 

Heretofore control of web density has been largely 
a sampling procedure with the feed roll speed being 
manually varied in response to variations in Web density 
to compensate for such variations. Such control oper 
ations are time consuming and by nature subject to in 
accuracies. In most instances there is a considerable 
time lag between the deviation of a web from the de 
sired density and the changing of the feed roll speed 
to correct such deviation. 

It is accordingly a primary object of the present in 
vention to provide an arrangement for automatically and 
continuously maintaining a predetermined uniform web 
density of a fibrous web as it is formed on web form 
ing apparatus. 

Additional objects and advantages of the invention will 
be more readily apparent from the following detailed 
description of embodiments thereof when taken together 
with the accompanying drawings in which: 

FIG. 1 is a schematic side elevational view showing 
web forming apparatus including an embodiment of the 
present invention for automatically maintaining a uni 
form web density; 

FIG. 2 is an enlarged view of the web forming area 
of FIG. 1 showing additional details of the web form 
ing area; and 

FIG. 3 is a view similar to FIG. 2 showing a modi 
fied embodiment of the invention. 

Referring to the drawings, FIG. 1 shows a web form 
ing machine which in this instance is a combination 
garnett and air doffer having a feed apron 10 for ad 
vancing fibrous material 12 into feed rolls 14 and 16. 
The feed rolls are driven by motor 18 through variable 
speed drive means 20. 
The fibrous material passes through the feed rolls from 

which it is picked up by lickerin 22, lumper 24, and the 
first main cylinder 26. As the material passes around 
the first main cylinder the fibers are separated, straight 
ened and leveled by workers 28, 30 and 32 and their 
respective strippers 34, 36 and 38. Passing under fancy 
roll 40 and fancy stripper 42, the material is transferred 
from the first main cylinder by doffer 44 to the second 
main cylinder 46 on which it is subjected to worker 48 
and stripper 50. As the fibrous material reaches the 
top of the second main cylinder it is engaged by an 
air flow passing along air plate 52 and advanced against 
the perforate condensing cylinder 54. Vacuum box 56 
within the condensing cylinder 54 causes the air flow 
to pass through the perforate cylinder, depositing the 
fibrous materials as a web 58 on the perforate cylinder 
surface. Sealing roll 60 effects the desired compacting 
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2 
of the web which travels over the condensing cylinder 
and onto delivery apron 62. 
The condensing cylinder is supported and driven by 

drive wheels 64 and 66 and maintained in position by 
hold down wheels 68. The vacuum box 56 is connected 
at the ends of the condensing cylinder with ducts 70 lead 
ing into the fan 72. The air from the fan is directed 
into an air balancer 74, through curved duct 76 and along 
the air plate 52 into the vacuum box 56 through the per 
forated condensing cylinder. 
By reference to FIG. 2 or 3 the air flow and fiber path 

in the web forming area adjacent the condensing cylinder 
may be more clearly understood. The fibrous material 
passes from the toothed wire surface 78 of the second 
main cylinder 46 into the web forming area 80. The 
material is removed from the main cylinder by the air 
stream passing along the air plate 52 in conjunction with 
the doffer blade 81 positioned tangentially to the main 
cylinder between the main cylinder and the condensing 
cylinder. The fibrous material is directed as shown against 
the condensing cylinder 54 with the air stream passing 
through the holes 84 in the cylinder into the vacuum box 
56. 
The above described apparatus of a type known in the 

art is typical of the type of equipment with which the 
present invention as described below may be employed. 
The embodiment shown in FIGS. 1 and 2 includes pres 

sure sensing means consisting of a conduit 86 opening into 
the web-forming area 80 by means of threaded fitting 88 
secured in the air plate 52. The conduit 86 leads into a 
pilot controller 90 which in response to variations of pres 
sure in the web forming area varies the speed output of 
the variable speed drive means 20 by actuation of pneu 
matic speed varying cylinder 92 through the conduits 94. 
and 96. The variable speed drive means may for exam 
ple be a Reeves drive or other suitable speed changing 
mechanism. 

In operation, the embodiment shown in FIGS. 1 and 2 
functions in the following manner. Should the density of 
the web forming on the condensing cylinder become lower 
than desired, the air flow along the air plate 52 increases 
in velocity due to the decreased resistance presented by 
the forming web. The increased air velocity along the 
airplate results in a decreased pressure in the conduit 86 
and the pilot controller 90 translates such a pressure 
change into the requisite speed control for the variable 
Speed drive means 20 so as to increase the speed of the 
feed rolls 14 and 16 and thus deposit a denser web upon 
the condensing cylinder. The main cylinders, workers and 
condensing cylinder are driven independently of the feed 
rolls and it is thus only the speed of the feed rolls which 
is altered to change the web density. 

If, on the other hand, the density of the web in the 
Web forming area should increase above a predetermined 
density limit, the air passing along the air plate is de 
creased in velocity due to the increased resistance of the 
denser Web. As a result, the air pressure in the conduit 
86 as sensed by the pilot controller 90 is increased and 
in response the controller decreases the speed of the 
feed rolls 14 and 16 to decrease the density of the web 
formed on the condensing cylinder. 
With webs of substantial width, it is desirable to em 

ploy two or more pressure sensing means spaced along the 
air plate such that an average pressure in the web form 
ing area may be fed into the pressure sensing unit 90. 
This may be accomplished by joining the several conduits 
of the pressure sensing means prior to connection with 
the pilot controller. 

In the embodiment shown in FIG. 3, an additional 
pressure sensing means is provided in the vacuum box 56 
for sensing the negative pressure in the box and includes 
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conduit 98 connected with the vacuum box by fitting 
100. The addition of such pressure sensing means in 
the vacuum box permits a sensing by the pilot controller 
90 of the variations in the pressure differential between 
the air plate and the vacuum box, which pressure varia 
tions would be of a greater magnitude than those obtain 
able simply by sensing the pressure changes at the air 
plate. Accordingly, the arrangement shown in FIG. 3 
would permit a substantially greater accuracy of control 
than the embodiment shown in FIGS. 1 and 2. AS Was 
suggested with respect to the pressure Sensing means 
on the air plate, it is preferable to include a plurality of 
spaced pressure Sensing means on the vacuum box to per 
mit an averaging of the negative pressure readings. 
Although in the embodiments shown a pilot controller 

is employed to pneumatically vary the speed of the drive 
means, it is obvious that other pressure sensitive arrange 
ments could be employed such as an electric pressure 
gauge to activate an electric speed varying device upon 
deviation of the web density from pre-established density 
limits. 

Manifestly, changes in details of construction can be 
effected by those skilled in the art without departing 
from the spirit and the scope of the invention as defined 
in and limited solely by the appended claims. 

I claim: 
In a machine for forming a continuous web of fibrous 

material at a constant rate including feed rolls for ad 
vancing fibrous materials into the machine, variable speed 
drive means for driving the feed rolls, a condensing cylin 
der, means for driving said condensing cylinder at a con 
stant speed, a main cylinder closely adjacent the con 
densing cylinder, a restricted web forming area between 
the main cylinder and the condensing cylinder having a 
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4. 
narrow portion adjacent the main cylinder and an en 
larged portion adjacent the condensing cylinder, means 
for passing air under pressure through the restricted web 
forming area for doffing fibrous material from the pe 
riphery of the main cylinder to the peripheral Surface of 
the condensing cylinder, pressure sensing means for sens 
ing variations in pressure in the narrow portion of the 
web-forming area, and controller means connected with 
said pressure sensing means operable for varying the 
speed of said feed roll drive means in response to varia 
tions in density of the fibrous web, the pressure in said 
web-forming area being proportional to the density of 
the web, whereby a predetermined uniform web density 
and a constant web travel rate may be continuously and 
automatically maintained. 
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